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Easy to make with everyday ingredients, Christy Brightâ€™s shaggy dog eats deliver big flavor for

four-legged best friends.  In this cookbook, she offers 30 of her recipes, all researched and

developed in her own kitchen. Try them at home and then look for some rewarding tail-wagging

approval! Includes: * Sweet Potato Crunch * Liver Treats * Cheese Biscuits * Salmon Patties *

Pizza! Pizza! * Cheesy Spinach * Apple Pupsicles * No Bake Snacks * and more
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Great cookbook for those that like to make their own dog treats, snacks and cakes. I have tried

several of the recipes and so far they have all been hits with our picky eaters. All of the recipes are

easy to make, use ordinary and easily obtained ingredients, and are Doodle approved. Keep up the

good work Christy!

*I received this book for free in exchange for an honest review for KeepTheTailWagging.com*As a

raw feeder, I'm 100% on board for making our dogs' treats and Shaggy Dog Eats makes the

process easy. I can turn 300 pounds of meat into more than a month's worth of raw meals for four

big dogs, but I kind of suck at cooking for them - something about adding a stove into the mix

screws things up for me. However, as I was flipping through the pages of Shaggy Dog Eats, I

realized that it's full of recipes I can knock out in no time and I've already flagged a few to try this

week.PROS OF THE SHAGGY DOG EATS COOKBOOKThe photography is gorgeous.The recipes

are brief and easy.The recipes call for an inexpensive shopping trip.I feel like I can dominate these



dog treats!CONS (kind of) OF THE SHAGGY DOG EATS COOKBOOKIâ€™m not 100% on board

with the whole wheat flour and cornmeal as ingredients.16 of the recipes call for whole wheat flour;

Iâ€™m not sure if our dogs are allergic, but I plan to swap out the whole wheat flour for coconut flour

(fingers crossed). Three of the recipes call for cornmeal. While some people in the pet food and

veterinarian community believe that corn is beneficial for dogs; Iâ€™m not onboard. I believe that

corn is a low-cost filler that has little nutritional benefit for dogs. It can also cause some dogs

digestive upset â€“ which is a concern for one of my dogs, so I plan to swap it out for oat flour, rolled

oats, or coconut flour.Of course, when it comes to cooking Iâ€™m lower than a novice, so I'll have to

do my homework on the substitutes. But I think I have it right.All in all, I think this is an amazing

book for dog lovers; especially those of us who no longer trust the pet industry to provide safe,

healthy treats for our dogs.

I bought this book a couple of months ago for my two dogs a goldendoodle and an English mastiff.

The recipes I have tried to make so far have been really easy and the pups have been begging for

more! I love that I know exactly what ingredients I am putting into the treats when I make them so I

can feed my dogs yummy treats without all the unnecessary fillers and chemicals that can be in

store bought treats.

Such a beautiful and fun book. We received the book as a gift and our 10 year old daughter

immediately found a recipe and started making it. Very easy to make recipes. The ingredients are all

edible for people. The dogs loved the treats and so did our daughter and her 2 friends. Who knew

treats for everyone! We loved that it captured her interest to cook right away. Definitely a must have

for dog-loving families.

My dog loves when I break out this bad boy and start cooking. She instantly knows what it means

and turns in circles. Haven't found a recipe that she turned her nose up at. The recipes are easy to

make and I like making my own stuff because there is so much crap in dog treats now a days.
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